Introducing UK Academic Core

HeinOnline has more than just American law. Did you know that the United Kingdom is mentioned more than 500,000 times in HeinOnline? For the first time, we have brought together UK material included in HeinOnline for a brand new subscription package: UK Academic Core. This package will continue to expand as new material is added to HeinOnline.

Included in UK Academic Core:

- American Association of Law Libraries (AALL)
- Association of American Law Schools (AALS)
- Canada Supreme Court Reports
- Code of Federal Regulations/Federal Register
- Criminal Justice & Criminology
- Early American Case Law
- English Reports
- European Centre for Minority Issues
- Fastcase
- Federal Register Library/Code of Federal Regulations
- Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS)
- History of International Law
- International Law Association Reports
- Law Journal Library
- Legal Classics
- Legal Dictionaries
- Pentagon Papers
- Revised Statutes of Canada
- Statutes of the Realm
- Trends in Law Library Management and Technology
- U.S. Code
- U.S. Federal Legislative History Library
- U.S. Presidential Library
- U.S. Statutes at Large
- U.S. Supreme Court Library
- U.S. Treaties and Agreements Library
- Women & the Law (Peggy)
- World Constitutions Illustrated: Contemporary & Historical Documents and Resources
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What’s Included:
HeinOnline's UK Academic Core is designed to provide a base of content to meet your research needs. Additionally, you may choose to add any of our a-la-carte libraries to your base subscription to further expand your legal research collection.

The UK Academic Core subscription package includes access to the following databases:

**Law Journal Library**
The Law Journal Library in HeinOnline includes more than 200 U.K. periodicals. The collection overall includes more than 2,800 law and law-related periodicals. Coverage is from the first issue published for all periodicals and goes through the most currently published issue allowed, based on contracts with publishers.

**Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS)**
Includes over 17,000 references to the United Kingdom. The Foreign Relations of the United States series began in 1861 during the Lincoln administration and now comprises of more than 1,800 volumes. It presents the official documentary historical record of major U.S. foreign policy decisions and significant diplomatic activity. The volumes contain documents from various presidential libraries, the Departments of State and Defense, the National Security Council, the CIA and other foreign affairs agencies, as well as the private papers of individuals involved in formulating U.S. foreign policy.

**Legal Dictionaries**
Includes more than 130 legal dictionaries published from the United Kingdom, including the Compendious and Comprehensive Law Dictionary, Elucidating the Terms, and General Principles of Law and Equity (1803), Latin Maxims of Anglo-American Law (1924), Law-Latin Dictionary: Being an Alphabetical Collection of Such Law-Latin Words as Are Found in Several Authentic Manuscripts and Printed Books of Precedents (1701), and more!

**History of International Law**
This database includes more than 38,000 references to the United Kingdom with hundreds of titles and more than a million pages dating back to 1690 on International law subjects such as War & Peace, the Nuremberg Trials, Law of the Sea, International Arbitration, Hague Conferences and Conventions and much more!

**U.S. Supreme Court Library***
A search across this collection reveals that the United Kingdom is mentioned in more than 700 official reports. Complete coverage of the official U.S. Reports bound volumes as well as preliminary prints, slip opinions, and books and periodicals related to the U.S. Supreme Court are included in this library.

**U.S. Treaties and Agreements Library**
Including more than 1,000 treaties between the United States and the United Kingdom, this collection includes all U.S. treaties, whether currently in force, expired, or not yet officially published. This is the world's largest and most complete online collection of U.S. treaties and agreements and includes such prominent collections as the United States Treaties and Other International Agreements set (commonly referred to as the "Blue set"), as well as famous sets from Bevans, Miller, Malloy, and many others.

**English Reports, Full Reprint (1220-1867)**
The English Reports online edition from HeinOnline delivers exact page-images of the original bound reprint edition (containing more than 100,000 cases), together with the Indexes and Book of Charts to complete the collection. In addition, multiple navigation tools, such as Case Locator, Chart Tool, and an Advanced Search feature enhance the ease of access to specific cases.

**United States Code (U.S.C.)**
The United States Code (U.S.C.) is a compilation and codification by subject matter of the general and permanent federal law of the United States based on what is printed in the Statutes at Large. HeinOnline's coverage is from inception (1925-1926) to current.

**Women and the Law (Peggy)**
Women and the Law (Peggy) is a collection that brings together books, biographies and periodicals dedicated to the role of women in society and the law. This unique collection of materials provides a convenient platform for users to research the progression of women's roles and rights in society over the past 200 years. Also included are more than 70 titles from Emory University Law School's Feminism and Legal Theory Project which provide a platform to view the effect of law and culture on the female gender.
World Constitutions Illustrated: Contemporary & Historical Documents and Resources
This database enables legal scholars to research the constitutional and political development of every country in the world. It includes the current constitution for every country in its original language format and an English translation, as well as substantial constitutional histories for countries such as Australia, Brazil, China, France, Mexico, the United Kingdom, and many more. It also includes constitutional periodicals, thousands of classic books, other related works such as the World Fact Book, links to scholarly articles and online resources, and bibliographic references.

Code of Federal Regulations/Federal Register*
HeinOnline's Federal Register coverage is comprehensive and begins from inception (1936). The Federal Register is updated daily in HeinOnline, which means you can always access material from the previous business day. Coverage of the CFR is also from inception (1938) to current. Additional documents include the United States Government Manual from inception (1935) and the Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents from inception (1965).

Legal Classics*
More than 15,900 works from some of the greatest legal minds in history can be found in HeinOnline's Legal Classics collection. In addition to many "classics," this collection also includes rare items that are found in only a handful of libraries around the world.

U.S. Statutes at Large*
Complete coverage of the Statutes at Large can be found in this HeinOnline collection, and multiple browsing and search features enhance the online value over the paper volumes.

U.S. Presidential Library*
HeinOnline's U.S. Presidential Collection includes titles such as Messages and Papers of the Presidents, Public Papers of the Presidents, CFR Title 3 (Presidents), Daily Compilation of Presidential Documents, and other documents related to U.S. presidents.

Revised Statutes of Canada
The Revised Statutes of Canada (RSC) set compiles all the federal laws of Canada passed by the Parliament of Canada since Confederation in 1867. It includes the periodic consolidation of the Statutes of Canada, incorporating amendments and Acts that have been added since the last revision. There were six revisions: 1886, 1906, 1927, 1952, 1970, and 1985. HeinOnline includes complete coverage of all six revisions, spanning nearly 48,000 pages. With the continuing consolidation of federal laws provided on the Justice Laws website through the Department of Justice, there are no more revisions of the Statutes of Canada in print.

Canada Supreme Court Reports
HeinOnline's Canada Supreme Court Reports contains the official, bilingual series published under authority of the Supreme Court Act. This collection includes nearly 10,000 cases which include background information, statutes and regulations, authors cited, analysis and the decisions.

Criminal Justice & Criminology
This collection offers an historical overview of how criminal justice has changed in American and English law and the effect criminology has had in facilitating those changes. It collects government documents as well as rare or hard to find pamphlets, memoirs, and books written by ordinary law enforcement officers and not-so-famous criminals.

Pentagon Papers
The National Archives released the complete Pentagon Papers to the public in June of 2011. The Pentagon Papers are a series of reports about the United States’ political-military involvement in Vietnam from 1945 to 1967.

Early American Case Law
Contains the entire Federal Cases 30-book series (1894-1897), with more than 20,000 cases. Also included is the Trinity Series: American Decisions, American Reports, and American State Reports.

Other databases included:
• American Association of Law Libraries (AALL)
• American Bar Association Journals
• Association of American Law Schools (AALS)
• European Centre for Minority Issues
• Fastcase Basic
• Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP)
• Statutes of the Realm
• Trends in Law Library Management and Technology

*We also offer a digital content ownership option for this library. Please inquire for details.
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HeinOnline Advantages:

- Exact replicas of original print publications
- Easy PDF downloading
- Every title from inception
- Fully searchable
- Easy-to-use interface functionality
- Ability to Export journals citations to RefWorks, EndNote, and Zotero
- Integrated with Encore Discovery Solution, Encore Duet, and EBSCO Discovery Service
- Incredibly affordable

Contact Us

For questions about subscription options, including pricing, or to request a free trial of HeinOnline's U.K. Academic Core subscription package, please contact:

William Shannon Hein  
+1 716 882 2600 ext. 165  
shein@wshein.com

Roxanne Marmion  
+1 716 882 2600 ext. 163  
rmarmion@wshein.com

Steve Roses  
+1 716 882 2600 ext. 107  
sroses@wshein.com

Risk-Free Guarantee

Your satisfaction is important to us and is 100% guaranteed. If for any reason you are not satisfied with your subscription within the first year of your subscription period, we will give you your money back, guaranteed.

If you are not satisfied, simply contact your sales representative or email marketing@wshein.com and we will issue you a full refund for the annual subscription cost, or issue you a credit which you can use towards future Hein or HeinOnline purchases.

Our risk-free money-back guarantee applies to new HeinOnline subscribers or to a new HeinOnline collection that you are adding to your existing subscription. The risk-free money-back guarantee can only be applied once per HeinOnline collection. This guarantee is applicable for one year from the first day of the subscription.